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T 0 all/whom dismay concern: - _ _ 

Be it known that I, HOMER LEE, a c1t1zen 
of the United States, and resident of New 
York city, county of New York, and State 
of New York, have invented an Improve 
ment in Intaglio Prints, of which'the fol 
lowing is a speci?cation. ' 
The object of my invention is to provide 

a method and result in intaglio printing, 
‘more especially as employed in bank notes, 
Government notes, stocks and bonds, where 
by attempts at reproduction by forgery are 
not- possible. 
7 At the present time, certain methods have 
‘been devised wherein intaglio printed mat 
ter may be reproduced with all of the ac 
curacy of the original, not only as to size, 
de?nition, intensity, and accuracy, but also 
as to the peculiarities in respect to the cut 
tings of the graver tool in the original, 
which may all be reproduced with faithful 
accuracy, and this too, without the employ 
ment of photography, hand-engraving or 
any necessity of costly appliances. So per 
feet is the reproduction possible that experts 
are not able to distinguish the di?erence be 
tween the original and the reproduction. 
As such reproduction makes forgery within 
easy accomplishment of a man of ordinary 
intelligence and without the necessity of 
costly appliances such as required in photo 
engraving and photo-mechanical processes, 
it becomes vitally necessary to provide some 
means whereby reproduced intaglio print 
ing by forgery can be prevented and hence 
make it impossible‘ for forgers to utilize 
their knowledge in attempted production of 
spurious bank notes, bonds, stocks, etc. 

Intaglio printing whether performed by 
mechanical devices or by hand-engraving, 
provides cuts of more or less deepness, and 
which in cases of extended black areas are 
widened by numerous cuts of the graverwhich 
produces a more or less roughened bottom to 
the depression. ’ The ink is-forced into the 
recesses thus engraved in the polished sur 
face of the plate, and after the plate has had 
the unengraved. surfaces cleaned of ink, an 
impression is taken by pressing the paper 
upon the plate and causing the ink within 
the grooves and recesses to adhere to the 
surface of the paper, and to adhere to and 
fbe removed by the paper when the same is 
stripped from the plate. The ink thus re 
moved will be found to constitute ridges of 
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various widths, shapes and depths arranged 
in the inverse form to the recesses or de 
pressions cut into the plate, and having upon 
its surface all of the characteristics of the 
engraved surfaces in the plate. If a repro 
duction were to be made by hand-work, it 
‘is manifest that the same cuttings would 
hardly be possible, and therefore an accurate 
counterpart could not be» made by hand 

It is possible, how 
ever, asabove pointed out, to so reproduce 
not only the surface arrangement of the ink 
upon the papeiybut also to reproduce these 
ridges in cross section with de?nite accu 
racy, that some means must be'provided to 
insure the safety of ?nancial paper against 
the acts of forgers who may become pos 
sessed with an intimate knowledge of these 
lately-developed methods of reproduction, 
and it is the primary object of my present 
invention to so carry out the act of printing 
in intaglio that a reproduction by counter 
feiting of the said intaglio printing will 
fail of its purpose by reason of the fact that 
a true reproduction in appearance to the eye 
could not be made. On the other hand, an 
attempted reproduction will produce a plate, 
the printing from which will 'be so dis?g 
ured as compared to the artistic ?nishvv of the 
original printing, that no serious compari— 
son could ‘be made of the two but that the 
most ignorant personwould readily recog 
nize the attempted forgery; so pronounced 
is this that no forger would even attempt 
to resort to a forgery under such circum 
stances. 
That my invention may be better under 

stood, . and its distinction, over the prior 
method of intaglio printing be appreciated, 
I will ?rst brie?y indicate the method of 
making forged reproductions from intaglio 
work, and then point out how my improve 
ments may prevent the possibility of such 
forgery :— I 

In making a reproduction, the ink of the 
intaglio printis by. certain methods trans 
ferred upon a'glass plate and all of the paper 
which formerly held the lines removed.‘ The 
transparency thus formed ofthe exact in 
taglio ink lines which formerly were upon 105 
the paper is then employed in forming a 
metal plate of the ‘exact counterpart; and 
for obvious reasons I do not here enter into 
the details of this process of the making; of 
the transparency and the preparation; of-;the 
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plate, as ‘such general disclosures would be 
against public policy; 
My invention will be better understood 

by reference to the drawings, in which: 
Figure 1 is a plan view of a portion of a‘ 
sheet printedin intaglio embodying my in 
vention ;' and Fig. 2 is a cross section, greatly 
enlarged, through a sheet of paper and indi 
cating thereon the various intaglio print 
jings embodying by invention. 

Incarrying out my improved process of 
intaglio printing, I cause to be laid upon 
the paper two impresslons from two plates 
both by intaglio' printing, and hence both 

15 laying raised lines of pigment upon the sur 
face of the paper, said'lines of‘ one printing 
being superimposed upon the lines of the 
other; but in so doing, the lines B 9f the 
?rst impression are made in a substantially 
white or practically invisible pigment, and 
moreover are preferably of a ?ne design 
which would largely cover the surface of the 
paper A,'whereas the lines 0, C’, C2, of the 
.second printing deposits upon the paper 

25 and previously printed surfaces of the white 
.or invisible pigment B and constitutes the 
‘bold intaglio printing including all of the 
vignette, machine borders, script and other 

- . marks of designation required for the par 
ticular “security” which is intended to be 
represented by the printing. In this man— 
her, the artistic design of the printing such 
as is'now carried on in printing securities, 
maybe followed in all of its detail, as the 
substantiallywhite or practically invisible 
intaglio printing forming the base or 
groundover which the secondary printing-is 

_ made in no- way ‘interferes with-the artistic 
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?nish as a whole. The structural e?ect, how 
ever, of the invisible printing B upon the 
paper is, present so that when any attempt 
ismade to ‘transfer the intaglio printed lines 
of the security-in makinga reproduction or 
forgery, the plate which would be repro 
duced would contain not only the recesses 
6 corresponding to the original plate from 
which the invisible printing was performed, 
but also recesses C, C’, C2, etc., of the plate 
or plates from which the artistic and other 
printing was made to designate the nature 
and value of the “security”, and it is there 
fore manifest that when a reproduced print 

7 isrmade from such a plate, the artistic de 
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sign and particularwords and ?gures desig 
nating the'character of the security would 
be greatly marred and obliterated by the 
printing from the recessed portions corre 
sponding to the invisible printing of the 
original; and this may be made to take place 
to such anHeXtent' that the attempted repro 
du'ction‘ would be so confused as tobe hardly 
readable, this being" purely - dependent upon 
the licharacter'of'the' ‘prim ary printing in the 

' invisible‘ ‘pigment ‘of'vthe original. 
The primary printing in the substantially 

invisible pigment may be accomplished by 
the use of a large number of ?ne lines, so 
great in number that they would almost ob 
literate the design of the secondary printing 
when a spurious reproduction was attempt 
ed to be made in printing, and yet in the 
original these numerous ?ne lines would in 
no manner act as an objection and would not 
be noticed except by a close examination of 
the printed surface. Furthermore, the weld 
ing .of thexpigments used for the invisible 
printing and the bold printing is insured by 
reason of the fact that in modern intaglio 
work where several printings are required, 
whether back or front or different colors 
upon different portions, the paper after be 
ing once properly moistened is maintained 
in the moistened condition between print~ 
ings by being placed between para?in paper 
or pads which, While prevening the escape 
of the moisture, permit the inks to set su?i~v 
ciently to permit the second orthird print 
ing without blurring. In the particular im 
provement forming the subject matter of this 
application, the second or bold printing 
over the invisible pigment of the ?rst print 
ing may be done while the said invisible pig 

- ment is still in a suf?ciently plastic condi 
tion to readily'weld into the pigment of the 
bold printing in black or dark color found 
on all securities. This welding of the pig 
ments would make it practically ‘impossible, 
even with the most laborious effort, for a 
forger to pick apart the deposited pigments 
in-the- attempt of reproduction. : 1 7' - 
~In' placeof making a- special plate for 

printingv the invisible intaglio printinglfor 
each individual “security” whichds- tobe 
made, the factthat becauseithe pigment-is 
white, cream or substantially invisible, or at 
least» unobjectionable inirso far- as- itimay 
producelar‘tint tothe surface of the paper, 
such intaglio ground to the paper-Tray be 
made on the papersheets'oriroll‘ of paper 
as a preliminary operation ‘and covering the 
entire surface thereof wherethe quantity of 
the work is largvit In this jmanner thelsaid 
preliminary printing would be-lessfexpen 
si-ve and would provide a paper which’fma’y' 
be subsequently cii‘tn up into the "desired 
shapes for the various securiti'esto be speé 
cial'ly printed as'may be ‘required, and this 
preliminary printing of the entiresurface‘of 
the‘ paper ‘may be done"immediatelybefore 
the, paper is to‘be used ‘infthesubsequ‘ent' 
printing "operations so that the-same mois-v 
ture therein may be employed, ‘or the said 
paper may be ‘so-prepared‘- andl'subsequently 
employed ata later'period by‘remoistening 
before the second printing,'if so desired.‘ 
When " the, paper is preparedj‘in sheets '5 of 
rolls in this manner-'fw‘ith'the- invisible‘ ‘in- 
ta'glioi surface, this"v intaglio prepared # surr 
face'will cover not only the ‘artistic‘and' bold' 
printing in black or colors of the “security”, 
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but will also extend to the extreme marginal 
edges of the “security” and thus make the 
reproduction by the attempted forgery radi 
cally different in its general appearance, 
since the entire surface of the reproduction 
would be blurred and mottled by the print 
ing due to reproduction of the invisible in 
taglio surface of the original. It is also 
to be understood that while I have referred 
to the invisible intaglio printing as being in 
lines, it may be merely as a stipplework, 
and in this respect it may be so dense that 
the effect of the secondary printing would be 
almost entirely blotted out in any attempt 
at forgery, and yet in the original printing 
the artistic ?nish of the present recognized 
type of steel and copper plate engraving 
would be present in all or substantially 
all of its beauty and sharpness. 
While I have described my invention espe 

cially in connection with the intaglio white 
pigment or safety printing for use in con 
nection with intaglio printing of bank notes, 
stocks, bonds, stamps, and other securities, 
I wish also to be understood as employing 
the white or substantially invisible pigment 
intaglio printing as a means of guarding 
against forgery in cases where the bold or 
de?ning printing of the “security” is printed 
in any suitable manner, whether wholly by 
intaglio or Wholly by surface printing such 
as type or lithograph or combinations of in— 
taglio and these, irrespective of the colors 
employed, as in all cases the white pigment 
may be employed without deterioration of 
the other printing, and yet it would prevent 
the reproduction of intaglio duplicates with 
out detection, and would enforce a combina 
tion of processes to be employed by the 
forger to make the composite of both in 
taglio and surface printing in the “security,” 
even where the intaglio printing did not of 
itself perform any de?nite function in the 
artistic design or designation of the charac 
ter of the “security.” It will be noted that 
where the white pigment is printed as a base 
or ground, the surface printing would be im 
posed upon this intaglio ground and conse 
quently would differ in material respects 
from those cases where a surface printing 
was ?rst made'upon the paper and intaglio 
printing in black or color upon it. My in 
vention is not to be limited by the particular 
modi?cations of the character of the printing 
which is employed to designate the value or 
character of the “security,” although its most 
effective advantages would no doubt be in 
the ‘cases of where the character or value of 
the security was to be bold-intaglio printing 
in black or dark color or combinations of 
these, and which were underlaid with my im 
proved substantially invisible intaglio print 
mg; 
Where I use the term strongly pronounced 

color in the claims, I include therein dark 

8 

colors and black which are in great contrast 
to the ink-of relatively invisible character 
which forms the under printing. a 
My improvements are equally useful in 

protecting specially printed railroad tickets, 
revenue and custom stamps, cigar and ciga 
rette and tobacco stamps, etc. 
While I have referred to the primary 

printing as being done ‘in a white orprac 
tically invisible pigment, it is also to be 
understood that this pigment may be trans 
lucent instead of opaque if so desired, but 
while such translucency would not be of any 
appreciable bene?t where the invisible print 
ing was performed upon the paper as the 
primary act, such translucency would, how 
ever, be of particular bene?t where the prin 
ciples of my invention were carried to the 
extent of being applied to existing “securi 
ties” which were required to be protected by 
use of my present invention, for in this case 
the invisible printing would be printed upon 
the present black or other bold printing of 
the “security” and thereby provide the super 
imposed intaglio lines crossing each other in 
such a manner that any attempt at repro 
ducing the one will simultaneously repro 
duce the other, and then upon reproduction 
would produce the combination of the two 
in the bold printing and thus make forgery 
impossible. In a case such as the reprinting 
of existing bonds or “securities” with a 
translucent or transparent pigment, the lines 
‘may be reasonably far apart and ?ne so as 
not to objectionably mar the brilliancy of 
the original printing, but this is a matter to 
suit the wish of the owners of the “securi 
ties” and protection should in all cases domi 
nate any aesthetic desire of the parties con 
trolling the issue of the “securities.” 

I do‘not restrict myself to the particular 
character of the pigments employed, ,nor to 
the particular tints, but in the most pre 
ferred adaptation of my invention, the more 
invisible the pigment of the primary print 
ing the more satisfactory will be the results, 
not only in respect to the prevention against 
forgery, but in permitting the most satis 
factory and artistic effects to be maintained 
in the original intaglio work, while at the 
same time insuring a maximum of security 
against forgery. 
Having now described my invention, what 

I claim as new and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent, is :— 

1. A bank note, bond or other security, 
consisting of a sheet of paper having an 
underlying printing of light lines in intaglio 
and in a pigment of a relatively invisible 
character, and a superposed or overlying 
printing of heavier lines in intaglio and in 
strongly pronounced color designating the 
nature of the security, said printing includ 
ing the border vignettes and such other mat 
ter as may be required and in all parts under 
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laid by the ?rst ‘stated printing in the-pig 
ment of relatively invisible character. 

2. A bank note, bond or other security, 
consisting of a sheet of paper having two in 
tagliov printings superposed one vupon the 
other, the under printing being relatively un 
obtrusive to sight and not of a de?ning char 
acter and the upper printing including the 
border, vignettes and other designating mat 
ters being in strongly pronounced color and 
clearlyde?ning as to the character of the 
security and further in every part underlaid 
by the ?rst mentioned printing. 

. 3. A bank note, bond, or other security, 

Copies of this vpatent may be obtained for 
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havingits surface printed in intaglio a plu 
rality of times, the successive printings be 
ing superposed, one of said printings being 
in a translucent pigment and the remaining 
printing in strongly pronounced color to de 
?ne the character of the security. 
In testimony of which invention I here 

unto set my hand. 

HOMER LEE. 

“Witnesses : 
‘CELIA M. .KAMEN, 
A. A. HARTMANN, 
E. D. H. CARLETON. 

?ve cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D. G.” 
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